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good living eating out

CAFE REVIEW BY LOUISE SCHWARTZKOFF

Address Sotto on West,
67 West Street, North Sydney,
8065 9792.
Open Monday-Saturday,
6.30am-4.30pm; Sunday, all-
day breakfast only, 8am-2pm.

On weekends at cafes all over
Sydney, diners sit down to
endless variations of the same
old breakfast menu. Eggs,
pancakes, bowls of muesli,
fresh fruit and, more often than
not, mushrooms on toast. All
decent but hardly imaginative.

Things are different at Sotto on
West. Along with the usual
suspects, this airy corner cafe
offers quinoa and soy grain
sourdough, eggs benedict
served in hollowed tomatoes
and in-house organic pork
sausages. We choose the
sauteed mushrooms with
spinach, walnuts, pesto, lemon
and goat’s fetta ($14.50)
and the smoked ocean trout
and spinach omelet ($16),
topped with chives fresh from
a herb garden out the back.

Both are terrific and come with
a choice of toast from
Brasserie Bread. As a smiling
waiter takes our coffee orders
($3.50) he notices our interest
in the light fittings — a series of
coloured teapots, cups and
saucers suspended over small
globes. ‘‘We made them,’’ he
says. ‘‘You need a special drill
to punch a hole for the wire.’’
Much thought has gone into
this place and it has paid off. It
is relaxed and beautifully fitted
out. We’ll be back soon.

● Gozde, 22A Auburn Rd, Auburn, 9649 3036 ● Brothers Kebabs, 315 Princes Hwy, Banksia, 9567 4194
● Victoria Yeeros, 301 Victoria Rd, Marrickville, 9560 1478
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THREE
OF A KIND
Takeaway kebabs

Small pieces of meat cooked on
skewers have been around for
centuries and were popular where
fuel sources were scarce. Northern
Europeans, with vast forests and
plenty of firewood, could roast large
joints of meat but less verdant places
such as Turkey and Greece didn’t
have that luxury. Kebabs are also a
food of an urban economy, where
small pieces of meat were more
available than in the country, where
hunters would kill whole beasts. In
Australia and Britain today, it’s

favoured as a post-pub snack to soak
up those last few pints but a good
kebab can also be a satisfying meal
for more discerning palates. And a
lovely summer option.

1. Gozde
There’s no shortage of kebab options
in downtown Auburn but places with
the charcoal grill in the front window,
such as Gozde, do brisk business
indeed. Even first-time customers
are made to feel like locals, whether

eating in at granite-look tables or
taking their choice from the
backlit menu. The chicken kebab roll
($7.50) is a neat package of smoky
chicken chunks and salad,
including fine julienned carrot. The
adana bread is a bouncy, yeast-
lightened hybrid, somewhere
between pita and pide, that absorbs
juices nicely.

2. Brothers Kebabs
Although this outlet uses one of the

three main kebab suppliers in
Sydney, they reckon their
popularity is thanks to superior
technique. Meat is par cooked on
the vertical column, sliced and
finished off on a hotplate, giving a
moister result. The chicken kebab
($7.50) is a tight, brick-like bundle
of searingly hot shaved poultry,
standard inclusions of shredded
iceberg lettuce, tomato and diced
raw onion as well as complimentary
squirts of garlic and chilli sauce.
Good stuff.

3. Victoria Yeeros
Don’t come here asking for a kebab.
The Greek proprietors claim their
yeeros is completely different,
though it’s hard to see how. The lamb
yeeros, with house-made tzatziki and
tabouleh ($11.40), is a delectably
salty pile of tender sliced lamb
shoulder with caramelised edges.
The flatbread has smoky blisters and
the coarse parsley adds freshness.
Despite being satisfied halfway
through, it’s not easy to toss it.


